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CROSS TRACK FLIGHT PLAN  

ABBRIEVATED TUTORIAL 

 

 

Garmin Integrated Flight Deck Trainer Version 12.00 

AND 

Updated G1000 aircraft software 

FOR 

EXPERIENCED G1000 PILOTS 

FOR A 

PARALLEL GRID SEARCH 

MIAMI 4D 

USING 

CROSS TRACK FLIGHT PLAN METHOD 

South of Lakeland Airport Florida (KLAL) 

Start Southwest Corner 

East-West Tracks 
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SEARCH MIA 4D USING  

CROSS TRACK FLIGHT PLAN METHOD 
 

         
 

The corners of MIA4D are shown as G1, G2, G3, and G4.  These are the 

waypoints used for Cross Track Flight Plan Method.  The Commence Search 

Point (CSP) G1 will be the same waypoint used for the Garmin G1000 SAR and 

used for the Cross Track Single Leg Method. 
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SEARCH SPECIFICATION: 
 

Miami 4D, start SW corner, East-West Tracks, 0.5 nm track spacing  

For the G1000, the Garmin 400 series, and the Garmin GTN series the 

flight plan has to be G2 > G3 > G4 > G1 > G2.  Where the G1 > G2 flight 

plan leg has to the last leg, because the G1000 does not provide a 

simple suspend waypoint sequencing under these circumstances.  The 

G2 > G3 > G4 > G1 flight plan legs provide the search area boundary, 

and will not be extinguished from the moving map when bypassed.  

Getting from the airport to the Commence Search Point (CSP) G1 is 

done by going Present Position DIRECT-TO G1.   

The letter G is arbitrary; however, the numbering of waypoints needs to 

be standardized.  Waypoint 1 should always be the CSP, and waypoint 2 

the end of the first search leg.  The subsequent numbers should define 

the search area perimeter.  If the search area is a polygon there will be 

more than four waypoints.   

The Garmin GNS480, used in the GA8 fleet, requires this flight plan to 

be airport > G1 > G2 > G3 > G4 > G1, because bypassed or flown flight 

plan legs are extinguished from the moving map.  This is not a problem 

for the GNS480, because there is a SUSP key that allows waypoint 

sequencing to be terminated without going into OBS mode.   

Standardizing the waypoint numbering makes it easier to explain how 

to arrange the waypoint for the various GPS models, and how to fly the 

Cross Track Flight Plan Method.  In addition, Garmin SAR uses the same 

CSP waypoint 1, and the Cross Track Single Leg Method uses the same 

CSP waypoint 1 and waypoint 2.  All three methods use the same 

waypoint 0 for creeping line searches.  Waypoint 0 is used to build the 

CSP waypoint 1 and waypoint 2.  
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The desired MFD data parameters are: XTK (Cross Track Distance), 

TRK (Actual Track), DTK (Desired Track), and GS (Ground Speed).   See 

“G1000-Set MFD Parameters” to see how to change DATA BAR FIELD. 

 

See “G1000- Set MFD Lat Lon Grid” to set up grid pattern, 50nm scale 

& lower.  The grid pattern on the 30nm scale = 7.5min X 7.5min, which 

is useful to check that the waypoints and flight plan conforms to a 7.5 

x 7.5 min grid. 

 

Enter the following waypoints: 

        G1 = N 27-45.0  W082-07.5        G2 = N 27-45.0  W082-00.0 

        G3 = N 27-52.5  W082-00.0        G4 = N 27-52.5  W082-07.5 

              See “G1000-Build User Waypoints” to enter User Waypoints. 

Build the following flight plan in the FPL Catalog: 

        G2 > G3 > G4 > G1 > G2 

               See “G1000-Build FPL in Catalog” to build the flight plan. 

G1000 Trainer:  Locate simulated aircraft to KLAL. 
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Activate the G2 / G2 Flight Plan. 
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The G3 to G4 leg automatically went active.  

 
 

Highlight G1 using outer FMS knob. 
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Press the DIRECT TO key to provide a course from Present Position (Lakeland 

Liner Regional Airport)(KLAL) to the CSP (Commence Search Point) G1. 

 
 

 

Press the ENT key twice to confirm that you want to go Present Position to G1. 
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Turn the range knob until the whole search area is visible. 

 
 

Depart KLAL on a 236 heading to increase the cross track to 2nm. 
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When the XTK reaches 2 nm, turn to desired track (DTK = CRS).  The final cross 

track is not too important.  XTK of 2.12 nm is OK. 

 

MFD VIEW:  
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Now that parallel track from KLAL to G1 has been established, activate 

the base search leg by turning the Outer FMS Knob to highlight G2, 

the end of the base search leg, and then, press the MENU key. 

 

Press the ENT key twice to activate the G1 to G2 leg. 
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The G1 to G2 leg is shown active.  When the XTK approaches 1 nm, turn the HDG 

knob to a heading that will provide an approximate 90 deg intercept.     

 
 

At XTK = 1 nm, press the NAV key to arm the autopilot in NAV mode. 
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The autopilot is shown in NAV mode intercepting the G1 to G2 course line. 

 

 

When XTK = 0 and cross wind correction is established, press the HDG knob. 
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After the HDG bug is synchronized with current heading and approaching G2, 

put the autopilot in HDG mode. 

 
 

After reaching G2, turn HDG bug right 45 deg to 140 deg. 
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After a 0.5 nm  + change in XTK, turn the HDG bug left 180 deg to 320deg 

 
 

When XTK is 0.25nm short of 0.5nm, turn HDG bug left 45 deg to 275 deg. 
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The PFD shows the aircraft tracking true west with 0.5 nm XTK.  

 
 

The MFD shows the aircraft tracking 1 deg off true west with 0.5 nm XTK. 
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After western edge, turn HDG bug left 45 deg to 230 deg. 

 
 

After a 0.5 nm + change in XTK, turn HDG bug right 180 deg to 50 deg. 
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When XTK is 0.25nm short of 1.0 nm, turn the HDG bug right 45 deg to 95 deg. 

 
 

The PFD shows the aircraft tracking true east with 1.0 nm XTK.  
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The autopilot had to be used in simulation.  The techniques making the 180 

degree turns used in this simulation apply flying the real airplane using both the 

KP140 and GFC700 autopilots.  For the aircraft equipped with GFC700 autopilot, 

CWS (Control Wheel Steering) can be used to perform 30 degree bank 180 degree 

turns.  The KP140 autopilot aircraft, the autopilot would have to be turned off to 

make a 30 degree bank turn, and reengaged on the completion of the turn.  The 

real aircraft can be hand flown without autopilot making 30 degree bank turns 

easy to perform.  30 degree bank turns are necessary when 180 degree turns 

must be performed inside the search area.  

 


